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Construction
Economic Value

Building Permits

$24B | 7%

$12B

-40% v 5 years ago

-36% v 5 years ago

Employment

Median Wages

174k | 9%

~$32/hour

-19% v 5 years ago

+13% v 5 years ago

Capital Investment

R&D

$1.3B | 2%

$38M | 3%

-41% v 5 years ago

*data unavailable for other
years*

Alberta’s construction industry adds about $24 billion to the
Alberta economy, representing 7% of GDP, pre-COVID.
There are about 52,000 construction firms in the province.
Compared to other industries, these firms tend to be smaller:
40% of construction workers work for firms with 20 employees
or less while 24% work for firms with 100 or more.
Since 2014, the industry has decreased 40% in GDP
contribution, largely because of a decrease in capital spending in
the energy sector.
Profits of SMEs in the industry—though still positive overall—
have declined by 58% from 2013 to 2018.
This is due to higher business expenses combined with
limited revenue growth.
Employment has not decreased by as much as economic value:
employment in the industry is down 19% versus 5 years ago.
Capital investment spending by construction companies is
relatively low, accounting for just 2% of the provincial total, down
40% vs 5 years ago.
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Construction: Key Trends & Forces
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Energy
The industry has been weighed down by the collapse in commodity prices primarily due to the direct impact on
construction but also due to the indirect impact of income losses on demand for new homes. This has led to a shift
in the industry: while commercial construction accounted for 34% of the total value of building permits in 2014,
more recently it accounts for just 21% while residential is the lion’s share (nearly 60%).

Public Projects
A lack of transparency of public projects, as well as the reality that P3 projects change with political party
supports, limits the industry’s ability to plan. This limits the industry’s time and ability to recruit workers into the
skilled trades.

Technology
Not unlike other industries, the jobs and skills within construction are evolving. The Alberta Construction
Association review of the literature by the World Economic Forum found: “The picture that emerges is one of rapid
change in which industry embraces skill sets to utilize digitization and automation to maximize productivity and
encourage recruitment of new workers."
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Construction: SWOT Analysis
Strengths
The housing market remains relatively affordable compared with
other provinces in Canada
Alberta’s higher average income drives strong demand for housing
Population growth due to international immigration ensures a steady
influx of new individuals to the province
Alberta is home to several leading international construction firms
World-leading expertise in energy infrastructure
Commercial construction experienced at successfully delivering P3s
and under other collaborative forms of delivery such as Integrated
Project Delivery

Opportunities
The relative affordability means Alberta has the potential to attract
prospective Albertans, increasing demand through greater
advertising in more expensive markets
Increasing efficiencies of commercial buildings and homes in
support of federal net-zero targets and new infrastructure required
as a part of the energy transition
Greater integration of the North American supply chain to improve
the certainty, cost, and speed of movement of inputs in
construction
Heavy investment into the trades and technology programs at
schools like NAIT and SAIT to increase the supply of qualified
workers
Coordination of government and industry of future projects
through the creation of a long-term capital plan

Weaknesses
Profitability challenges among SMEs
Dependent on Alberta’s oil and gas industry and the ups and downs and longterm uncertainty of the industry
Commercial construction remains weak and well below the levels of a few
years ago
Long delays in permitting times inhibit progress
Below average spending on R&D and innovative practices
Supply chain and commodity price uncertainty
Lack of transparency and unexpected swings in public infrastructure spending
limits the industry’s ability to plan and increases cost to taxpayers
Decision-making process of the province is often slow, increasing costs in a
rigid delivery schedule

Threats
Limited workers in the skilled trades and need for upskilling among
current workforce
Historical reliance on the energy industry which is showing limited
capital investment
The uncertain future of the downtown commercial cores of
Edmonton and, in particular, Calgary, while vacancy rates remain
elevated
More permanent changes to the nature of work post-COVID which
could impact commercial real estate development
Declining interprovincial migration among young Canadians from
other provinces to Alberta
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